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If the homotopy Lie algebra rr*(R) of a local ring R contains a free Lie subalgebra of finite 
codimension, then for each finitely generated R-module A4 the Poincark series P;(t) = 
c%o dimk Torf(M, k)* t” represents a rational function in t, and there is a least common denomin- 
ator for all these functions. When this denominator is a power of (1 - t). the ring R is a complete 
intersection, which has at most one non-quadratic defining equation. 
Introduction 
Let R be a commutative noetherian local ring with maximal ideal mR and residue 
field k, and let M be a finitely generated R-module. An important characteristic of 
M is contained in its Betti sequence {b:(M) = dim,Torf(M, k)},, o, which refines 
the numerical information given by its minimal number of generators, bt( M). Betti 
sequences are known to be primitive recursive [27], but even when M = k they need 
not satisfy a recurrence relation with constant coefficients [l]. 
Empirical evidence suggests that the nature of the singularity of R is reflected in the 
asymptotic patterns of the Betti sequences of its modules. In particular, the reference 
provided with each of the following conditions, 
(a) R is a complete intersection [21], 
(b) R is one link from a complete intersection [12], 
(c) R is two links from a complete intersection and R is Gorenstein [12], 
(d) edim R - depth R I 3 [12], 
(e) edim R - depth R = 4 and R is Gorenstein [26], 
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establishes that if R has the corresponding 
a,, . . .> q, such that a recurrence relation 
property then there exist integers 
b,R(M) = Ulbf-l(M) + ... + adbf-d(M) 
holds for any R-modules M and all n 9 0. In other words this means that for each 
M the formal power series 
p;(t) = 2 b,R(M)*f’, 
n=O 
known as its Poincari series, represents a rational function with denominator 
DenR(t) = 1 - ait - ... - adtd. 
In case (a) the result follows from Gulliksen’s discovery [21] that Tor$( M, k) then 
has a structure of artinian graded module over a certain graded polynomial ring. In 
the remaining cases R is shown to be a homomorphic image of a complete intersection 
by a Golod ideal, and rationality is deduced from a result of Levin implicit in [31] 
(cf. [12]), whose proof uses that structure along with techniques of Golod homo- 
morphisms. 
In Section 1 we generalize the results of Gulliksen and Levin and prove that 
rationality can be deduced from information encoded in an intrinsic invariant of the 
ring R-its homotopy Lie algebra z*(R), cf. [S]. The vector space dimension 
ei = dim, r?(R) is called the ith deviation of R and may be computed from the equality 
p;(t) = fp + t 
Zi+l PZ,+~ 
) 
i=o(l _ t2i+2pc+2 
As a consequence of Theorem 1.5 and Lemma 1.7 we have the following theorem: 
Theorem A. Zf n*( R) contains a free graded Lie subalgebra ofjinite codimension, then 
there exists a polynomial DenR( t) E Z [ t] such that for any Jinitely generated R-module 
M the series DenR(t) *P:(t) is a polynomial with integer coeficients. 
Furthermore, if the free subalgebra contains nj( R) for j > n, then DenR( t) - PF( t) 
divides n or2i+l<n(l + P+lp+l. 17 
By the dictionary of [5] and [ 111, homotopy Lie algebras of local rings correspond 
to rational homotopy Lie algebras of one-connected finite CW complexes: The 
translation of Theorem A into one of homotopy theory is carried out in [9]. A version 
of the theorem, proved in 1.6, has been used to add to the list above a new class of 
rings with rational Poincare series for all modules: 
(f) edim R ~ depth R = 4 and R is a Cohen-Macaulay almost complete intersection 
which contains 4 [29]. 
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It is also shown in [29] that this class contains rings which are not Golod images of 
complete intersections, hence over which rationality does not follow from earlier 
results. 
We list some applications of rationality. 
- Let R be essentially of finite type over a field 1 of characteristic zero. If the 
cotangent homology groups Ti(RIl, R) vanish for i $0, then Herzog [25] has proved 
that the rationality of Poincare series of all R-modules implies that R is a complete 
intersection; his conjecture that this holds in general is still open. 
~ Eisenbud [17] has proved that over a complete intersection the minimal resolu- 
tion of a modules with bounded Betti numbers is eventually periodic of period 2, and 
he has conjectured that this holds over all rings; although the conjecture fails in 
general [IS], precise information on DenR( t) has been used for its proofs in cases (b) 
through (e) in [S] and (f) in [29]. 
~ The form of the expressions for DenR(t) for rings R satisfying one of the 
conditions (b) through (f) has been recently used by Sun [40] to show that all finitely 
generated modules over such R have eventually non-decreasing Betti sequences; while 
this property also holds in case (a) by [lo], it is an open problem whether it is valid 
over arbitrary rings, cf. [S]. 
- If P”,( t) is rational, then the growth of the sequence {p:(M) = C?=, bf( A4)}n 2 0 
is either polynomial or exponential [S]; this dichotomy also holds [S] for M = k 
over arbitrary R, but it is not known whether other asymptotic patterns occur in 
general, cf. [S]. 
In Section 2 we study the asymptotic behavior of the Bettifinctions bz : n ti bf( M) 
as a measure of the complexity of the ring. The starting point is Gulliksen’s result [23] 
that if bf is bounded by some polynomial in n, then R is a complete intersection. 
For such rings, it has been known since Tate [41] that bf is indeed a polynomial of 
degree c - 1, where c denotes the codimension of R, that is, the least integer such that 
the m,-adic completion R can be written in the form Q/(f, , . . , fc) with a regular 
local ring Q and a Q-regular sequencef, , . . . ,fc contained in m& Gulliksen [21] has 
proved that the Poincare series of any M over a codimension c complete intersection 
R is rational with denominator (1 - t’)c. Equivalently, the subsequences of even Betti 
numbers and of odd Betti numbers are each eventually given by a polynomial of 
degree at most c - 1. Furthermore, it is shown in [7] that the degree and leading 
coefficient of these polynomials are equal. Note that when c = 0 these results say that 
R is regular if and only if any M has finite projective dimension, which is the 
Auslander-Buchsbaum-Serre characterization or regularity. When c = 1 they co- 
incide with Eisenbud’s characterization of hypersurface rings as those R over which all 
Betti functions become eventually constant. 
The information available so far raises the possibility that over complete intersec- 
tions all Betti functions are eventually polynomial in II. As it turns out, this is rarely 
the case, and imposes conditions on the defining relations of R. 
In order to formulate our results succintly, we note that for any local ring R of 
embedding dimension e = dim, mR/mi, the integer q(R) = (“:I) - dim,mi/mi is 
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non-negative. It measures “the number of quadratic relations” of R, and the quotation 
marks can be dropped if R is (the localization at the irrelevant ideal of) a graded 
k-algebra. 
When R is a complete intersection of codimension c we have q(R) I c. In the 
graded case the equality q(R) = c may be expressed either by the condition that 
the J’s can all be chosen to be quadratic forms in some minimal set of generators 
of m,, or by the requirement that R has multiplicity 2’. Although these conditions 
are no longer equivalent in general (the complete intersection R defined in k [ [ X, Y]] 
by fr = X2 and f2 = XY + Y3 has q(R) = 2 and multiplicity 5) the multiplicity 
of any codimension c complete intersection is at least 2’, cf. [14, Paragraphe 7, 
Proposition 71. 
In view of the preceding discussion, the next result is a consequence of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.3. 
Theorem B. If R is a local ring such that for every jnitely generated R-module M the 
function b; : n H b:(M) is eventually given by some polynomial in n, then R is a com- 
plete intersection of codimension c, with c I q(R) + 1. 
If R is a complete intersection of minimal multiplicity, then the Betti function of any 
finitely generated R-module is eventually polynomial. 0 
The graded version of the theorem acquires a particularly simple form: 
Theorem B’. A necessary condition for all finitely generated graded modules over 
a graded ring R to have eventually polynomial Betti functions is that R be a complete 
intersection with at most one non-quadratic relation, and a sufjicient condition is that it 
be a complete intersection of quadrics. 
Except for the codimension one situation, I do not know whether the remaining 
case of a complete intersection with exactly one non-quadratic relation belongs to 
either category. 
1. Generalized Golod rings 
In 1.1 through 1.3 we introduce notation and recall some facts used in the sequel. In 
1.4 and 1.5 we establish rationality results in terms of distinguished Golod algebras, by 
extending techniques of Gulliksen and Levin. For applications to the rings described 
in (b) through (f) of the Introduction, it has been necessary to draw rationality 
conclusions from hypotheses on the algebra structure of Koszul homology; the 
corresponding adjustments are carried out in 1.6. In 1.7 we recast the rationality 
results in terms of the homotopy Lie algebra of R, and in 1.8 we relate them to earlier 
work. 
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1.1. Acyclic closures. In this paper, the name DG R-algebras will be reserved for 
differential graded algebras U which are non-negatively graded, associative, com- 
mutative (in the strict sense, that is, squares of element of odd degree are zero), whose 
degree-zero component is a homomorphic image of R, and whose homology H(U) 
has H,(U) # 0 and H,(U) a finitely generated R-module for each n. We denote by (-)’ 
the functor forgetful of differentials, and by 1-l the degree of a homogeneous element. 
Tate [41] has described a process of “killing cycles by adjunction of divided powers 
variables”; henceforth we refer to such variables by the name r-variables, and write 
y’(y) for the ith divided power of a r-variable x. The result of adjoining a set X of 
r-variables to a DG algebra U is denoted U(X). We set X, = {x E X 1 )x I = n} and 
X <n = {XEXIJXI In>- 
A DG algebra of the form U(X) where the set X, is empty when n is not positive, 
a( Xi) is a minimal set of generators of mR UO modulo a( U, ), and 8(X,) is a basis of 
the k-vector space H,- i( U(X,,)) when n 2 2, is called an acyclic closure of U. It is 
clear that acyclic closures always exist. It is not difficult to see that for them the set 
X, is finite for each degree n, and that they are unique up to (non-canonical) 
isomorphisms of DG R-algebras; for details cf. [24]. Gulliksen [24, (1.6.2)] has proved 
that an acyclic closure U(X) satisfies a( U (X)) G mu( U (X)), where mu is the 
kernel of the extension au : U + k of the canonical homomorphism aR : R + k. 
In particular, when R is viewed as a DG R-algebra in the obvious way, its acyclic 
closure is a minimal free resolution of the R-module k. 
1.2. Golod algebras. Let U be a DG R-algebra with H,(U) = k, and let B = { hi}i 2 1 
be a (homogeneous) basis of the k-vector space Ker(a,o,: H( U) --f k). A function 
p from the set of finite sequences of elements of B to Kers, is said to be a trivial 
Massey operation, if 
I = zi with a(Zi) = 0 and cIs(Zi) = hi, 
aPL(hi19 . ., him) = i P(hi,p. . .) hil)Pl(hi,+l, . .3 hi,), 
j= 1 
where Z stands for ( - l)lal+ ’ a. 
A DG algebra U as above, which has a basis B admitting a trivial Massey 
operation, is called a Golod algebra. 
If U is such an algebra, then let I’ be a graded free R-module with basis 
{ Ui 1) UC] = I hiI + 1 }, and let T( I’) denote the tensor algebra of V over R. An R-linear, 
degree - 1 endomorphism 8 of the graded R-module U OR T(V) is defined by the 
formula 
= d(U) 0 Ui,@ “. 0 Vi, 
+(-1)‘“‘UO i ~(hi,,...,hi,)OUi,+,O .‘.O”i,, 
j= 1 
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This construction, which goes back to Golod [20], has the property that 2’ = 0, so 
that U OR r( V) becomes a left DG U-module, whose homology is equal to k. 
1.3. Distinguished DG algebras. Let U be a DG R-algebra such that 
(1) H,(U) = k, 
(2) U = R(Y) for a finite set of r-variables Y = Y 2 Ir linearly ordered so that 
y’ < y implies Iy’l 5 (yl. 
For any finitely generated R-module M a Hilbert series (H( M OR U)\( t) is defined: 
here and below, for a graded vector space W such that dim, Wi is finite for all i and 
zero for i < 0, we denote by ( W(( t) the formal Laurent series 1, z o dim, W,t”. 
Gulliksen has introduced a powerful technique for the study of H( M OR U), based 
on the action of homogeneous R-linear endomorphisms 0: U + U such that 
L!l(uu) = ( - l)‘e”‘V’e(u)v + &I(u), 
@y’(y)) = r’-‘(y)@(y) when lyj is even, 
&?(u) = (- l)I@‘aB(u). 
Such 0 will be called DC r-derivations of I/. If (QsjseS is a family of DG r-derivations, 
then by setting 0,~ = e,(u) for s E S, one obtains on M OR U a structure of left DG 
module over the tensor algebra of a free graded R-module with basis ( Os}seS. 
Consider now a DG algebra U as above, which also satisfies: 
(3) There are DG f-derivations { BY j ye y of U such that 8,(y) = 1 and B,(y’) = 0 for 
y’ E Y with y’ < y. 
The proof of [22, Theorem 21, establishes the following: 
lf‘ci satisfies conditions 1.3(l) through 1.3(3) and y denotes the tensor algebra r oj 
a free graded R-module with basis { OYjYEY, JyJ even, then for any graded F-submodule 
C of H(M OR U) the series niYleven (1 - tfv’l)* ICI(t) is a polynomial with integer 
coe&ients. 
Using the terminology of [31] in a slightly restricted meaning, we say a DG 
R-algebra is distinguished, if it satisfies the three conditions above, along with 
(4) An acyclic closure U(X) of U has a( U(X)) E mRU(X>. 
The next result is folklore. 
Lemma. The DG r-derivations {O,),,, of a distinguished DG R-algebra U = R<Y) 
can be extended to DGr-derivations of its acyclic closure U(X) = R(Y) {X). 
Proof. Starting from the trivial case U (X 5 I) = U, we can assume by induction that 
for some n 2 1 the derivations {e,},,, have been extended to DG r-derivations 
of U(X..), denoted by the same letters. We want to extend them further to 
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DG r-derivations of U (X S n + 1 ). It is easy to see, cf. e.g. [24, (1.3.4)], that a necessary 
and sufficient condition for this is that for y E Y there be inclusions 
where Z(-) denotes the graded R-submodule of cycles. 
If 1 I lyI I n - 1, then H,_,,,(U(X..))) = 0, hence 
z”-l,,(u(x..)) = a((u<x..))“+l-,,,I. 
As 0, commutes with the differential of U(X <,,), we also have 
If JyI = n, then from 1.3(4) we get 
z,(U(X..))=(U<X..)),nacu(X>) 
G (U(X..)), n(mRU(x>) = mR(U<X.n)L 
and this implies 
e,(Z,(U(X..>)) c ~,(mR(U<X..)M G mRUO = I. 
Finally, if lyl 2 n + 1, then O,(Z,(U(X..>)) c U,-l,, = 0. 0 
1.4. Rational Poincari? series. The proof of the following rationality result uses tech- 
niques of [19, 22, 311 and avoids the problems arising in the latter paper from 
considerations of Yoneda product structures. 
Theorem. Let R be a local ring with a distinguished Golod algebra U = R( y,, , y, ). 
There is then a polynomial DenR(t) E Z[t] such that the Poincark series of every 
$nitely generated R-module M can be written in the form 
p&At) 
P;(t) = ~ 
DenR( t) 
with pM( t) E Z [t]. Furthermore, 
P~tt)=IIO~2i+lsn(1 + t2i+1)dzc+1 
DenR( t) 
where dj denotes the number of r-variables yi of degree j in Y and n = Iy,,,l. 
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Proof. In the proof we omit the subscript to @ when the tensor product is taken 
over R. 
As U is Golod, there is a short exact sequence of complexes of free R-modules, 
where 5 is the obvious inclusion of U into the DC U-module constructed in 1.2. Note 
that the middle complex U@ T( V) is an R-free resolution of k, and that the differential 
on the last complex is given by the formula a(u OUi,o ... @Vi,@ u) = 
a( u @ Vii0 ... @ Vi,)0 G’. Thus, taking homology in the exact sequence of complexes, 
one obtains an exact sequence of graded k-vector spaces, 
O+C+H(MBU)S TorR (M, k) 
+ TorR( M, k) Ok (k@ V) + SC -+ 0, 
where SC is obtained from C by degree-shifting: (SC)i = Ci_ 1. As 1 SC 1 (t) = t * 1 C I( t) 
and I k @ V/I(t) = t * (I H( U) I (t) - l), the homology sequence provides an equality 
pR (t) = lH(MO u)l(t) - (1 + t)‘ICl(t) 
M 
1 + t-t-H(U)\(t) 
We want to prove that all three series which appear in the fraction are rational, with 
q(t) = n, < 2i < “(1 - r2i)d21 as denominator. For I H( U)l (t) and I H(M 0 U)l(t) it 
suffices to apply Gulliksen’s result [22], described in 1.3. 
The same result shows that the corresponding conclusion for I C I( t) will follow if we 
prove that C is a 5submodule of H(M @ U). To this end, let U(X) be an acyclic 
closure of U, and consider a comparison K : U 0 T( V) + U(X) of R-free resolutions 
of k. It is a homotopy equivalence. As both the inclusion [: U --+ U(X) and the 
composition x< are homomorphisms from a free complex to a resolution and induce 
the same map on H,(U), they are homotopic. This yields a homotopy from 
(M @ x) 0 (M @ t) to M @ [. In the resulting equality 
the map H( M 0 x) is bijective, hence we get C = Ker(H( M @ 0) = Ker(H(M @ 0). 
By Lemma 1.3 there is an action of Y on M @U(X), for which M @ [ is 
a homomorphism of DG Y-modules. The kernel of the induced homomorphism 
H(M 0 i) is then a Y-submodule of H(M @ U), as desired. 
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To complete the proof of the first assertion of the theorem, just multiply with q(t) 
both the numerator and the denominator of the expression for P;(t), and set 
DenR(t) = q(t)*(l + t - t-IH(U) 
Finally, let M = k. As a(U) c mRU, the vector space k 0 U has a trivial differential, 
hence 
IH(k 0 U)l(t) = Ik 0 ul(t) = 
n()<,i+l<n(l + t2i+1)d2i+1 
q(t) . 
Thus, in order to show that P:(t) has the form prescribed by the theorem, we have to 
show that 1 Cl(t) = 0, that is, that the inclusion k @ [: k @ UN k @ U(X) induces an 
injective map in homology. This is clear, since by 1.3(4) the complex k @ U(X) has 
a trivial differential as well. 0 
1.5. Partial acyclic closures. Let R(X) be an acyclic closure of R, with the r- 
variables ordered in such a way that I Xi 1 I (Xj I when i < j. The number of r-variables 
of degree n in an acyclic closure of R is equal to the nth deviation e,,(R). Note that 
e = eI(R) is the embedding dimension of R, and that R(xI, . . , x,) is the Koszul 
complex on a minimal set of generators of m. If m 2 e, then U = R ( x1, . . . , x,) is 
a distinguished DG R-algebra: In this situation 1.3(4) is Gulliksen’s theorem [24, 
(1.6.2)] on the minimality of acyclic closures, while 1.3(3) is an important step in its 
proof. 
Thus, Theorem 1.4 has the following consequence: 
Theorem. Let R be a local ring with deviations ei(R) = ei and acyclic closure 
R(X) = R(xI, x2,. . . ), where the r-variables satisfy the condition that IXiJ I IXjJ 
for i < j. 
Iffor some integer m 2 e, the DG R-algebra R (x1, . . , x, > is Golod, then there is 
a polynomial DenR(t) E Z[t] and for any finitely generated R-module M there is 
a polynomial piu(t) E Z[t] such that 
P.&t) P%(t) = ____ 
DenR( t) ’ 
Furthermore, there are equalities 
(1 + t)“(l + t3)es ... (1 + f’)r with r = m - I?:: ei 
pktt) = 
if n= Ix,,, is odd; 
(1 + t)“‘(l + t3)en . . . (1 + tn-1)en-l 
if n = Jx,I is even. 
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1.6. Formal local rings. Let R denote the m,-adic completion of the local ring R. By 
Cohen’s Structure Theorem, R is a homomorphic image of a complete regular local 
ring. We say that R is,formal if for some Cohen presentation R z Q/a with Q complete 
regular, a minimal free resolution of the Q-module R has a structure of DG Q-algebra. 
The motivation behind the name comes from the dictionary with rational 
homotopy theory, cf. [S] and [Ill]. In the latter environment, aformal space may be 
defined by the condition that its SullivanDeRham commutative cochain algebra is 
isomorphic with its rational cohomology algebra in the derived category of the 
category of one-connected DG Q-algebras. It will be shown in the proof of the next 
result that if R is formal, then the Koszul complex on a minimal set of generators of 
mR is isomorphic with its own homology algebra in the derived category of the 
category of DG R-algebras. 
Theorem. Let R be a local ring of embedding dimension e, = e, and let 
K = R(x,, . . ., x,) be the Koszul complex on a minimal set of generators ?f ntR. Let 
T(Y) = T<Y,.I, ~e+2,. . .) be un acyclic closure of the graded k-algebra T = H(K), 
with IyiJ I IyjIfor i <j. 
If R is formal, and ,ftir some integer m 2 e the DG k-algebra T(y,+ ,, . . . , y,,,) is 
Golod, then l? has an acyclic closure I? ( x 1, . , x, , X, + , , . . ) such that 1 xi 1 = lyi 1 for 
i > e and R^(x,, . . ., x,) is Golod. 
Corollary. P;(t) and pk(t) are given by the,formulas in Theorem 1.5 with n = ly,l. 
Proof of the Theorem. Note that R OR K is the Koszul complex on a minimal set of 
generators of mu, and its homology is canonically isomorphic to T. Thus we may 
assume R is complete, and write R = Q/a with Q regular. 
Next we show that if there is a t E a with r$ nr& then the minimal free resolution of 
R over the regular local ring Q’ = Q/(t) admits a DG Q’-algebra structure. Such 
a t can be extended to a minimal system of generators of mQ. Let E = Q( x’, , . . . , x;) 
be the Koszul complex on such a system, with 6(x;) = t, and note that E is an acyclic 
closure of Q. Let G be a minimal algebra resolution of Q over R. Choose g E Gi such 
that a(g) = t and note that g can be extended to a basis of Gi. Setting xi = 1 @ xi, we 
get surjective quasi-isomorphisms 
R(x,,...,x,)=RO,EcG@,E+G@,k=G 
(we use the term quasi-isomorphism to denote a homomorphism of DG algebras which 
induces an isomorphism in homology). 
Because of a(x,) = 0, we have H(R(x,, . . ., xf)) = H(R(x,, . ., x,~,))(x,). 
Under the quasi-isomorphisms above, the class of the cycle - xf on the left-hand side 
corresponds to that of S = g @ 1 on the right-hand side. It follows that G = H(G) is 
a free graded module over k(S). Let {gs E G},,s be a set of homogeneous elements of 
G whose image {as E G},,s is a basis of G over k(S). As the Q-algebra G’ is graded 
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commutative, and 191 = 1, we have g2 = 0, and thus Q(g)” is a graded ring with 
Jacobson radical mQ 0 Qg. Nakayama’s Lemma implies that (gs}sss generates Gh as 
a graded Q (g )‘-module, hence G’ is a homomorphic image of a free graded Q (g)b- 
module with basis {c,l Ic,I = Igs(}ses. Since both are free modules with equal ranks 
over Q, they are isomorphic, and we conclude that the graded Q(g)“-module G” is 
free on (gSjSES. 
Note that Q(g) is a DC subalgebra of G, and that both are graded by non-negative 
integers. It follows that G, viewed as a DC module over Q(g), is semi-free in the sense 
of [Ill, (1.1 l)]. This implies that the quasi-isomorphism p: Q(g) -+ Q/(t) = Q’, which 
is the natural map on Q and sends g to 0, induces a quasi-isomorphism 
G = Q(g) @QQ) G = Q' @Q(g) G = G’ 
As a consequence, H( G’) = R. Furthermore, { 10 gs I s E S, (gsl = i} is a basis for 
the Q’-module Gi, and a(G:) & mQ(Gi_ 1) = mQ,(G:_ 1), so that the DC Q’-algebra G’ 
is a minimal free resolution of the Q’-module R. 
After iterating this procedure, and once more changing notation, for the rest of the 
proof we assume R = Q/a with a c m& and fix a minimal DC Q-algebra resolution 
G of R. In the quasi-isomorphisms considered at the beginning of this proof we now 
have f = e, hence we get an induced isomorphism of graded k-algebras 
T z H( C?) = c. This yields a diagram of surjective quasi-isomorphisms 
By induction we can assume that for some j 2 0 it has been embedded into a diagram 
of surjective quasi-isomorphisms 
K<x e+ I, . . . . X,+j) E (G OQE)(Y',+~, . . . . y’,+j)= S'j' 
8”’ T(y e+ 13 . . .> Ye+j) = T”‘, 
where c((j) (respectively, b(j)) maps each r-variable y; to the r-variable xi (respectively, 
y,); furthermore, if Iy;l is even, then its divided powers are sent to the corresponding 
ones of Xi (respectively, yi). 
Surjective quasi-isomorphisms are surjective on cycles, so there is a cycle 
zk+j+ 1 E S”’ with p”‘(Z:+j+ 1) = a(y,+j+ 1) E T"'. Adjoin r-variables Y:+~+~ to S”’ 
and x,+j+ 1 to K(x,+~, ., x,+j), killing z),+j+l and a’j’(zL+j+l), respectively. The 
maps c&j) and p(j) can be extended to homomorphisms of DC Q-algebras 
KCx e+1,. .3 x,+J .)cx e+j+l )+.C!-s(j)(y~+j+l) -.EZT(j)(ye+j+l) 
such that M(j+l)(yL+j+ 1) = X,+j+ I and B’j”‘(y~+j+ 1) = y,+j+l -with the usual 
provision for divided powers. By construction, these are surjective homomorphisms of 
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DG Q-algebras, and it is easy to see that they induce isomorphisms in homology, 
cf. e.g. [24, (1.3.5)]. In the limit, they yield surjective quasi-isomorphisms 
R(X) = K(.xe+~, x,+2,. )~(Go&)(yb+~, Y:+~, . . .) 
/J 
- T(Y,+I, ~e+z> . > 
so that the homology of all three DG algebras is equal to k. 
Note that for n 2 2 the set 13( Y,) is a basis of H,_ 1 (T( Y, ,,)), because T(Y) is an 
acyclic closure of T. The quasi-isomorphisms already in place show that 8(X,) is 
a basis of H,_ l(R (X s ,,)) for n 2 2. Thus, R(X) is an acyclic closure of the Koszul 
complex R<xl,. . ., x,), and this means it is one of R as well. In order to finish the 
proof we have to show that R ( x1, . . . , x,) is Golod. To this end it suffices to prove 
that the trivial Massey operation given on T( y, , . . , x,) passes through the surjec- 
tive quasi-isomorphisms pCm) and ~6”‘). 
This is exactly what the argument starting on the bottom of p. 597 of [4] does. 0 
Proof of the Corollary. Koszul homology and Betti numbers being invariant under 
completion, it suffices to establish the formulas for R^ and I? OR M in place of R 
and M, respectively. In this case the preceding Theorem shows that Theorem 1.5 
applies. 0 
1.7. Generalized Golod rings. Let U be a DG f R-algebra, that is, a DG R-algebra 
which has a system of divided power operations satisfying the usual conditions, cf. e.g. 
[24]. The Eilenberg-Moore derived functor Ext*,(k, k), equipped with the Yoneda 
product structure, then contains a canonically defined graded k-subspace n*(U) 
which is closed under the formation of graded commutators and of squares of 
elements of odd degree. Thus, 7r*( U) is a graded Lie algebra, called the homotopy Lie 
algebra of U, cf. [S]. The assignment U H Z*(U) provides a contravariant functor 
from the category of DG r R-algebras to that of graded Lie k-algebras. A graded Lie 
algebra over a field k isfree if its universal enveloping algebra is free as an associative 
k-algebra; such Lie algebras are free objects in the category of graded Lie algebras, 
cf. [34]. 
We say that a local ring R is generalized Golod (respectively, of level I n) if n*(R) 
contains a free graded Lie subalgebra of finite codimension (respectively, if the 
subalgebra n’“(R) is free). Interesting cohomological properties of generalized Golod 
rings R of level n can be deduced from [35]: The Yoneda algebra ExtE(k, k) is 
coherent (cf. [35, Theorem 31) and its finitistic global dimension is at most 
ClSZisn e2i (cf. [35, Theorem 21). 
Since subalgebras of free graded Lie algebras are free [30, (A.l.lO)], any generalized 
Golod ring R is generalized Golod of level 5 n for some n E N, and then it is 
generalized Golod of level I q for any q 2 n. The connections with Golod DG 
R-algebras is as follows: 
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Lemma. Let R be a local ring with acyclic closure R(X). 
If R(X) has a distinguished Golod DG subalgebra U, then R is generalized Golod. 
The ring R is generalized Golod of level I n ij” and only ifthe DG R-algebra R (X S “) 
is Golod. 
Proof. It follows from condition 1.3(2) that a distinguished DG R-algebra is a DG r 
R-algebra. By [6, (3.4)] a DG r algebra U is Golod if and only if its homotopy Lie 
algebra n* ( U) is free. Thus, in view of the remarks above both assertions of the lemma 
follow from the fact that the inclusion of DG R-algebras v] : R-+U = R( X S “) 
induces an injective homomorphism of graded Lie algebras Z*(V): n*(U) + n*(R), 
with image equal to n’“(R) when U = R(X ( .). 
As R(X) is a semi-free resolution of k over R and over U, the homomorphism 
Z*(V) is the dual of the map induced on r-indecomposables by the homomorphism of 
DG r k-algebras, 
H(kO,R(X)):H(kORR(X)) -H(k@,R(X)), 
cf. [S, Section 23 or [ll, Section 51. Due to the inclusions a( U (X)) C_ 
ntR( U (X)) c mv( U (X)), both complexes have trivial differentials, and thus 
H(kO,R<X)) = kO,R(X):kORR(X) + k@,R(X). 
This homomorphism of DG r k-algebras is surjective, and hence so is the homomor- 
phism induced on their spaces of r-indecomposables. 
If U = R(X S ,J, then clearly the map on indecomposables is trivial in degrees I n 
and bijective in degrees > n. 0 
1.8. Applications. (1) Golod rings. The original definition of Golod ring in [24] is that 
the Koszul complex K = R(X,) is a DG R-algebra which admits a trivial Massey 
operation. Thus, the generalized Golod rings of level I 1 are precisely the rings 
studied first by Golod [20], who has characterized them by the equality 
p:,“,(t) = 
(1 + t)’ 
1 - EYE 1 dimk Hi(K) t’+’ 
In this case, Theorem A gives Ghione and Gulliksen’s result [19, Theorems 4 and l] 
that each Pi(t) is rational with denominator 1 - cf= 1 dim, Hi(K)ti+‘. 
(2) Complete intersections. Tate [41, Theorem 61 has shown that an acyclic closure 
of a codimension-c complete intersection R is obtained by adjunction of variables in 
degrees 1 and 2 only, that is, has the form R(X) with X = X, *. Thus, 
(1 + t) 
P&“,(t) = (l- = 
(1 + t)e-c 
(1 - t) 
and n*(R) is concentrated in degrees I 2; in particular R is Golod of level I 2. 
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Theorem A applied to R shows that each P;(t) is rational with denominator 
(1 - t*)c, a fact first established by Gulliksen in [21, (4.l.ii)l. 
(3) Complete-intersection-by-Golod rings. If the completion of a local ring R is 
a homomorphic image of a complete intersection C by a Golod homomorphism, then 
by [2, (3.5.4)] or [32, Corollary (2.4)], the canonical homomorphism n*(R) + TC*( C) 
is surjective with kernel a free Lie algebra. Thus, R is a Golod ring of level 5 2. 
In this case Theorem A coincides with Levin’s result, cf. [12, (5.18)]. 
(4) Generalized Golod rings of higher leoel. More than 10 years ago, Lofwall [33] 
constructed a ring with edim R - depth R = 7 which is generalized Golod of level 3, 
and for which the Lie subalgebra of rc*( R) generated by n’(R) is nilpotent of class 3. 
Lately, Kustin and Palmer [29] have shown that rings with such properties appear in 
the classification of almost complete intersections of codimension 4. Even more 
recently, a detailed investigation by Roos [36] of the homotopy Lie algebras of graded 
rings with four generators and quadratic relations has turned out several types of 
generalized Golod rings of level 3, some of them having an infinite-dimensional 
subalgebra generated by rcl (R). 
While by [12] rings with edim R - depth R I 3 are generalized Golod of level 2 2, 
and by [31, Section 71 (or by combining Anick’s example [l] with Theorem A) there 
are rings with edim R - depth R 2 5 which are not generalized Golod, I do not know 
whether such rings exist when edim R - depth R = 4. 
2. Special complete intersections 
In this section we investigate the polynomial character of Betti functions of 
modules over a complete intersection R. For the proofs, we use the fact that a 
Betti function is eventually polynomial if and only if the corresponding 
Poincare series is rational with denominator a power of (1 - t). Since by Gulliksen’s 
result Poincare series over a complete intersection are rational with poles at t = + 1 
only, cf. l&2), the polynomial condition on bf, means that P;(t) is regular at 
t = - 1. However, the algebraic significance of this pole remains unclear, in sharp 
contrast with that at t = 1, whose order carries important structural information on 
M, cf. [7]. 
2.1. Poincari: series of powers of the maximal ideal. When R is a complete intersec- 
tion, the Poincare series of its maximal ideal m depends only on the embedding 
dimension e and the codimension c, as demonstrated by Tate’s formula recalled in 
1.8(2). For higher powers of m, the corresponding expressions contain more data on 
the singularity of the ring. This is demonstrated by the result for m*, which involves 
the number of quadratic relations q(R) = (e:l) - dimkm2/m3. We note that if 
the defining relations fh are all contained in m* for some r 2 2, then an argument 
similar to the one below can be used to compute P&,,,(t) for 1 I i I r; details are 
omitted. 
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Theorem. If (R, tn) is a local complete intersection of embedding dimension e, codimen- 
sion c, and with q quadratic relations, then 
&?(t) = 
(1 - t)” + (1 + t)cmq-‘*(et - 1) 
t-(1 + t)‘_“-l-(1 - t)’ . 
Proof. Clearly, we may assume that R is complete, and hence that R = Q/(fi , . . . , f,) 
for some regular local ring Q and a Q-regular sequence fr, . . . , fc contained in the 
square of the maximal ideal n of Q. Let tl , . . . , t, be a minimal system of generators of 
n, and let E = Q(u~, . . ., u,) be the Koszul complex with a(~,) =fh for 1 I h I c. 
For M = R/m2 = Q/n’ we shall use a minimal resolution G, introduced by Buch- 
sbaum and Eisenbud Cl.51 and studied in detail by Srinivasan, who has shown [39, 
(3.6)] that G has a structure of DG Q-algebra. Let { yij 1 1 2 i 5 j I e} be a basis of 
Gr such that 8(yij) = titj. As fj is contained in n2 for 1 < h 5 c, we can write the 
defining equations of the complete intersection in the form 
Since E is free as a graded commutative Q-algebras, the homomorphism of free 
Q-modulesE, +GIWhichmapsuhtO~,~i<j~e ah, ijyij extends to a homomorphism 
of graded algebras q: E + G. For 1-s h I c we have by construction 
d(p(&,) = (P~(u,,), hence yz~ is a homomorphism of DG Q-algebras. We give G the 
structure of DG E-module defined by q. 
From [3, (3.1.1)] we have a spectral sequence 
2J%dl = TorprQ(R,k) (TorQ(R/m2, k), k), * Torf+,( R/m2, k). 
Furthermore, since the minimal Q-free resolution G of R/m2 has a structure of DG 
module over the minimal Q-free resolution E of R, [3, (4.1.1)] shows that the sequence 
collapses with 2E = “E. This provides us with an equality of formal power series, 
P&ni2(t) = ngO( c dimkTorp.Q(R’k) (TorQ(R/m2, k),k)q)st” = e(t), 
p+q=n 
where l? = E @Q k = TorQ(R, k) and G = G @Q k = TorQ(R/m2, k). 
Of course, E is the exterior algebra on a c-dimensional vector space over k. On 
the other hand, it is proved in [39, (3.4)] that the DG Q-algebra G satisfies 
G: c (tl, . , t,)G, and this implies that G is a graded k-algebra with G$ = 0. Note 
that q is the rank over k of the c x (eil) matrix (ah,ij), where bars denote reductions 
modulo n. Thus, we can choose a basis er, . . , e, of Er, such that eq+r, . . ., e, is 
a basis of Ker ( (pl @ k). For the rest of the proof we identify E with A @k B, where 
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A and B are exterior algebras generated by el, . . . , e4 and eq+ i, . . . , e,, respectively. 
The preceding discussion then shows that there are isomorphisms of graded 
E-modules 
where W is a graded k-vector space such that (l?,) W = 0. 
In terms of Poincare series, this yields an equality 
In order to compute the Hilbert series of W, recall that by construction of the 
complex G the ranks of its modules are given by rankQ GO = 1 and rankn Gi = i (7::) 
for 1 I i I e. Since Wis the quotient of G by the subspaces spanned by 1 E G, and the 
images in G, of ei, . . , e4, we get 
I WI(t) = 
1 - q2 + (1 + t)e*(et - 1) 
t 
It remains to compute three Poincare series over the exterior algebras A, B, and l?. 
Fora,bsuchthatl~a<b~c,theDGk-algebrak(e,,...,e,)(u,,...,u,),with 
a(Ui) = ei for a I i I b, is well known and easily seen to be an acyclic closure of the 
exterior algebra k (e,, . . . , eb). Thus, for two of these series we get immediately 
Pf( t) = 
1 1 
(1 - t2)c-4 
and p:(t) = (1 _ tz)c. 
Using such a resolution to obtain Tort(A/A: , k)j, we see that for i 2 1 this group 
is trivial unless j = i + 1, and then there is an exact sequence 
0 + ri+l 4 Al Okri + Tort(A/A$, k)i+l + 0, 
where Ti = (k(u,, . . ., uq))zi. It follows that dim,Torf(A/A$ 
i 2 1, and a computation with formal power series then yields 
r&4: (4 = 
- 1 + qtZ + (1 + t)*(l - t2)4 
t-(1 - t2)4 
k)i+, = i(“Tfi’) for 
The desired expression for Pi,,, z(t) is obtained by putting together the results of the 
preceding computations. Cl 
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2.2. An example of group representations. The difference of the behavior of group 
cohomology at p = 2 and at odd p is well known in modular representation theory. 
The preceding theorem gives an interesting illustration of this phenomenon. 
When k is a field of characteristic p > 0 the matrices 
define a representation of an elementary abelian p-group of rank 2, G, in a 
3-dimensional k-vector space, V. Under the isomorphism of k-algebras 
k[G] E k[ [tl, tz]]/( t;, t;) = R, which maps gi to the class of (1 - ti) for i = 1,2, the 
representation V corresponds to the R-module M = R/( tI, t2)2, and there are isomor- 
phisms H,( G, V) z Torf (M, k). 
If p is odd, then Theorem 2.1 yields P$( t) = (1 + 2t)/(l - t2) (1 + t), which gives 
two distinct polynomials for the odd and the even Betti numbers: 
bZ( V) = 
i 
*n+ 1 foreuenn20 
$n+j foroddn2 1. 
If p = 2, then Theorem 2.1 shows that P:(t) = (1 - t + t2)/( 1 - t2), hence 
b,G( V) = It for n 2 1. 
The particularly simple form of the Poincart: series in the second case belongs to 
a general pattern described in the next result. 
2.3. Complete intersections of minimal multiplicity. As noted in the Introduction, the 
multiplicity of a codimension c complete intersection is at least 2’. 
Theorem. If (R, m) is a codimension c complete intersection of multiplicity 2’, then for 
anyfinitely generated R-module M there is a polynomial qJt) E Z[t] such that 
p fl 
%uM(t) 
(t) = (1 _ t)” 
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that R is complete and that the 
residue field k = R/m is infinite. Let R = Q/(fI , . . . , fc ) be a Cohen presentation of 
R with Q a regular local ring whose maximal ideal n is minimally generated by 
t1, . . ., t,, and in which 
h= c ah,ijtitj with ah,ij E Q, for 1 < h 5 c. 
l<iSjse 
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The associated graded ring A = gr,,(Q) is a polynomial k-algebra in the initial forms 
t* 1,. . ‘> tr. By [37, (1.8)] the assumption of minimal multiplicity implies that the 
initial formsfy , . . , f: form an A-regular sequence, such that B = gr,,,(R) is isomor- 
phic to A/(ST, . . , f: )A. Thus, B is a graded complete intersection with quadratic 
relations 
As k is infinite, one can choose in nr\m’ a sequence of elements x = x1, . , x,_, 
whose initial forms constitute a B-regular sequence. It follows from [ 14, Paragraphe 7, 
Proposition 71, cf. also [37, (1.4.ii)l that the multiplicity of R/(x)R is equal to that of 
R. On the other hand, x is an R-regular sequence, and hence is also regular on any 
maximal Cohen-Macaulay R-module, in particular on the (e - c)th syzygy N of M. 
As for any IZ 2 0 there are equalities bf’(“‘R(N/(x)N) = h:(N) = b,RteJ M), for the 
rest of the proof we may assume R is artinian with embedding dimension and 
codimension both equal to c. 
Recall that the universal enveloping algebra of 7c*( R) is Extz( k, k) with the Yoneda 
product structure, and that Extg( M, k) is a graded (left) module for this structure. By 
[21, (3.1)] (cf. also [7, (2.1)]), Extg( M, k) is a finitely generated module over a graded 
polynomial k-algebra on c variables of degree 2. In [7, (6.1.2)] this algebra is identified 
with the subalgebra of ExtR(k, k) generated by x2(R), which is central in Extg(k, k). 
Thus, Extg( M, k) is finitely generated over Extg(k, k). The Lie algebra n*(R) is 
concentrated in degrees 1 and 2, and SjGdin [38, Section 31 has shown that the bracket 
and quadratic operator from n’(R) to n2( R) are completely determined by the matrix 
(tih,ij), where bars denote reduction modulo n. 
Applying the graded version of SjGdin’s result to the ring B we see that 
n*(R) z n*(B) as graded Lie algebras, and hence the graded k-algebras Extz(k, k) 
and Extg (k, k) = 8 are isomorphic as well. In order to finish the proof, we shall show 
that for any finitely generated graded (left) b-module JZ there is a polynomial 
q&(t) E Z[t] such that 
q”44t) 
IAl = (I _ t)” 
By Tate’s formula recalled in 1.8(2), this holds for JZ = 6 with q&(t) = 1. The usual 
Euler characteristic argument then yields the desired conclusion for any b-module 
with a finite free resolution. Being the universal enveloping algebra of a finite- 
dimensional graded Lie algebra, d is (left) noetherian, graded, with Co = k. Thus, 
if we show that Tort (k, k) = 0 for n > c, it will follows from [12,8, Corollaires 2 et 51 
that any finitely generated b-module has a finite free resolution of length I c. 
For the graded k-algebra d, there are vector space isomorphisms Ext>(k, k)g 
Horn, (Torf(k, k), k) for n E Z. Furthermore, being a complete intersection of quadrics, 
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the graded k-algebra B is a homogeneous Koszul algebra, hence there is an isomor- 
phism of graded k-algebras Ext,* (k, k)rB, cf. [28] or [16, Proposition (l.iv)]. 
This yields Ext;(k, k) = 0 for n > c, and thus finishes the proof of the theorem. 0 
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